
Sweet-talking her Professor: How Tessa Seduced her Sexy Professor, No. 1 in the series Tessa goes
to College By Paris Rivera The most lovely thing i liked about this story is that both main characters
are a switch where one in control and after a time the other will be in control so i liked this more
than only one is dominant and the other is always the submissive. Then when they do get together.

Hold on to your seats because it’s a wild ride! Kindle Edition Tessa reaches out to her professor and
the conversation turns to seduction. Thanks to Paris I get to listen to so many different voices.

One where you're sexting your hot professor on Facebook and she responds exactly the way you
want her to. What starts as an innocent exchange of emails moves very quickly into Tessa and Miss
Clark having a very steamy masturbation session via Facebook messenger before taking it off-screen
and in person. This story starts with an online conversation between a student Tessa and her
Professor Mandy Clark but progresses into something more then ends with to satisfied people with
plans for more. Just like in the last audio I listened to from Paris (Seducing the Older Woman) there
is a lot of and it sounds like followed by a moan whimpers and sniff which is slightly annoying. Then
Tessa read something that excited her deeply: “What would I see if I was with you now?” Her heart
started to beat much faster and her fingers started shaking a little once again. ” “Really?” “Yes
really!” “Dressed comfortably?” That leading question again! Only this time it was her teacher that
was asking! Tessa knew she would have to answer particularly as it was the same question she
herself had posed earlier. “Yes and I’ve got a blue pleated skirt – it’s a bit on the short side!” “How
lovely!” Without fully realising it Tessa had begun to move in a slow rhythm back and forwards with
her hips so that the front of her skirt was rubbing regularly against that pillow between her legs. “It
sounds amazing!” Wow Miss Clark was really naughty wasn’t she? Not only was this hot professor
chatting on facebook with one of her own students but they were already discussing what each was
wearing. And then she read: “That is so SO sexy!” Wow! Tessa felt so happy now so excited and - if
she was really honest with herself - so damned HORNY! “You like?” “I LOVE!” Tessa reflected for a
moment then wrote: “Can I ask you a question Miss Clark?” “Sure,

From the beginning of the book both characters voices were very very attractive , I really
recommend listening to the book rather than reading it , For the first half of the book they are in
different rooms but the tension and chemistry is so there, To be able to hold an audience through
fantasy only is amazing, I am unsure of who is seducing who but this story is very hot: I love the
detail and especially the passion between the characters: Kindle Edition It seems every time I read
or rather listen to another book by Paris Rivera I have a new favorite. Wow like always how the story
was built up and got just hotter and hotter by any minute was just fantastic: This audiobook was
given to me for free at my request and I am voluntarily leaving a review. I wanted to love it more.

I was given this audible version of this book by the author for a fair and honest review. Kindle
Edition This short story is the best short erotica i have ever read the narration of claire talenti is so
great I love it. Kindle Edition Ooooo boy! That was really hot! �But still there are 3 issues that I have
with this story. First of all I know it’s an erotica but I hate it when one of the MCs are cheating their
spouses, Clark is married and I hope she’s single or just had a boyfriend instead of being married.
Second I think the narrator was very rushed for the first 10 mins of the story, Third I wished the
author won’t include “like a like a” before Tessa moans or whimpers every time: I think it kinda
reminds me that the narrator is narrating instead of feeling like I’m just listening to two sexy women
talking, Other than that the narrator did an amazing job with doing sexy little sounds which are very
vivid and realistic and the story itself is very hot: Overall for just an hour of entertaining erotica you
won’t be disappointed when you listen this one!Storyline - 3. 75 stars ⭐️⭐️⭐️�Narrator - 4 stars
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️Performance - 3: 75 stars⭐️⭐️⭐️�Disclaimer: An audio of this book was provided by the author for
an honest and unbiased review. This lesbian erotica audiobook will make you squirm that's for sure.
If you have reservations about the professor/student trope this one isn't for you. I mean Miss Clark's
husband is upstairs when all this takes place and I just couldn't get my head around that, complaint



seems like too strong a word but let's roll with it. Overall it was a good dirty time with a student and
teacher just like the author promises. Please note I also read along with the eBook via Scribd and
the eBook and audio do not match up, So much more is added to the audio so my advice would be to
grab the audio version: *ARC received in exchange for an honest review* Kindle Edition What starts
as an innocent conversation quickly heats up. They managed to type their suggestions to each other
with one hand � But it doesn’t end there: Tessa visits the professor at home ���This is the first time I
heard this narrator and she did great: Kindle Edition a very sexy seduction of a very naughty
professor If you love lesbian fiction lesbian stories and lesbian erotica you'll love this, Or rather
since there had in fact been nothing but silence for some time there were no words on the screen, “I
don’t mind a bit of mess!” “And you’d see me lying here on my bed with my laptop. “Well I’ve got a
white blouse on” she began “but it’s kind of comfy cos not all the buttons are done up!” “I’m
intrigued” her teacher wrote: With a little help from her hands the skirt had ridden up a little so
Tessa was able to push her panties directly against the pillow. The stimulation was only mild but in
combination with her teacher’s words it had caused her breathing to deepen and quicken
considerably, It was actually incredible! “And because the buttons are undone so far” Tessa added
quickly and daringly “I can actually see my red lace bra, ” “Do you normally talk with your students
like this?” Sweet-talking her Professor: How Tessa Seduced her Sexy Professor No. Kindle Edition
Wow this is so hot. This shows great writing skills from Paris. Goes from online seduction to the real
deal. Kindle Edition Wow. What a steamer. I love the online sexting culminating into an encounter. I
absolutely loved the narrator. hot hot hot. It’s what happened here again. ���I also liked the
narrator very much.This audiobook is really short - at 1 hour 11 minutes. But what a delightful hour
it was. Lol. The narrator is not bad too. Kindle Edition 3.5 StarsThis is an erotic novella at its finest.
Just like I love all her books. Yes Professor Ms. It was like she was talking very fast to a friend. Other
than that she did an amazing job.5 stars ⭐️⭐️⭐️�Overall - 3. � Kindle Edition Seducing the professor.
But if you like it this one is wickedly hot. It's a student fantasy I really did. The cheating was just .
ick. But this is a Me problem not a story problem. I have to touch on my only other . There was
silence. “You’d see a very messy bedroom” she began. “Does that sound nice?” Tessa typed.” There
were no words on the screen again. Had Tessa gone too far? That sinking feeling again. 1 in the
series Tessa goes to College

.


